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IN THE CLAIMS

Please amend claims M3, 17, 18-28, and 33-53 as follows:

1
.

(CURItENTLY AMENDED)A[[n]] [[adder]] circuit for adding a signal at

a first input (A) and a second input (B) to produce a[[n]J [[adder]] sum output (S)

according to a bypass signal, comprising:

a bypass third input (bypass) for_accepting the bypass signal : and

a logic circuit, communicatively coupled to the bypass third input (bypass) and at

least one of the first input (AJjmd the second input (BJ, the logic circuit configured to

hold at least one ofa value of the first input (AJ and a value of the second input (BJ

according to the hyp^ tliird input (bypass)[l]] : and

a bypass path through which at least one of the first input fA) and the second input

<B) is routed according to the bypass signal:

a second logic circuit cornmnnirjitively cout)led to the third input fbypass) and an

adder output and an output of the bypass path, the second logic circuit configured to pass

only one of the adder output and an output of the bypass path to the sum oumut fS)

according to the third input (hvpass).

2. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [[adder]] circuit ofclaim 1 , wherein the

logic circuit further generates the [[adder]] sum output (S) without computing a new

[[adder]] sum output (Si according to the bypass third input (bypass).

3. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [[adder]] circuit of claim 1. fiarther

comprising:

a carry input (Q and a carry output (CARRY); and

wherein the logic circuit further holds a value ofthe carry input (C) according to

the bjpagg third input (bypass).
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4. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [[adder]] circuit ofclaim 1, wherein the

logic circuit ftutlier generates a carry output (CARRY) witliout computing a new adder

output according to the bypass signal (bypass),

5. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) Tlie [[adder]]] ciiuuit of claim 1 , wherein the

logic circuit comprises a transmission gate adder,

6. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [[adder]] circuit ofclaim 5, wherein the

transmission gate adder comprises:

a first multiplexer having a first multiplexer furst input communicatively coupled

to the first input (A), a first multiplexer second input, and a first multiplexer control input;

a second multiplexer having a second multiplexer first input communicatively

coupled to the second input (B), a second multiplexer second input, and a second

multiplexer control input;

a first logic module having a first logic module first input, a first logic module

second mput. and a first logic module output, the first logic module output having an

EXCLUSIVE OR relationship between the first logic module first input and the first

logic module second input; and

wherein the first logic module input is communicatively coupled to the first input

(A), the logic module second input is communicatively coupled to the second input (BJ^

and the first logic module output is communicatively coupled to the first multiplexer

control input and the second multiplexer control input

7. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [[adder]] circuit of claim 6, wherem the

first logic module is an EXCLUSIVE OR gate.
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8. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [adder]] circuit of claim 7, further

comprising:

a first inverter communicatively coiqpled between the first input (AJ and the first

multiplexer first input; and

a second inverter communicatively coupled between the second input (B) and

second multiplexer first input.

9. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [adder]] circuit ofclaim 1 , wherein the

logic circuit is configured to hold the value of the first input (A) and the value ofthe

second input (B) according to the bypass third input (bypass).

10. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [adder]] circuit of claim 9, wherein the

logic circuit comprises a transmission gate adder.

1 L (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The [adder]] circuit ofclaim 10, wherein

the transmission gate adder comprises:

a first multiplexer having a first multiplexer first input communicatively coupled

to the first input (AJ, a first multiplexer second input, and a first multiplexer control input;

a second multiplexer having a second multiplexer first input communicatively

coupled to the second input (BJ^ a second multiplexer second input, and a second

multiplexer control input;

a first logic module having a first logic module first input, a first logic module

second input, and a first logic module output, die first logic module output having an

EXCLUSIVE OR relationship between the first logic module first input and the first

logic module second input; and

wherein the first logic module input is communicatively coupled to the first input

(A), the logic module second input is communicatively coupled to the second input (B),

and the first logic module output is communicatively coupled to the first multiplexer

control input and the second multiplexer control input.
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12. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [[adder]] circuit of claim 6, wherein the

logic circuit comprises:

a second logic module having a second logic module first input, a second logic

module second input, and a second logic module output^ die second logic module output

having an EXCLUSIVE OR relationship between the second logic module iirst input and

the second logic module second input; and

wherein the second logic module first input is commimicatively coupled to the

first logic module output.

13. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [adder]] circiiit of claim 12, wherein the

second logic module is an EXCLUSIVE OR gate,

14. (ORIGINAL) A device for adding a signal at a first input (A) and a

second input (B) to produce an adder output (SJ, comprising

a bypass input {bypass); and

a logic circuit, communicatively coupled to the bypass input (bypass)^ the first

input (A), and the second input (BJ, the logic circuit configured to generate the adder

output 1^ without computing a new adder output according to the bypass input (bypass).

15. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The device of claim 14, wherein the

logic circuit is further configured to hold a value of at least one ofthe first input (A) and

the second input (B) according to the bypass input (bypass).

16. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The device ofclaim 14, further

comprising:

a cany input (Cj and a carry output (CARRY); and

wherein the logic circuit fiarther holds a value of the carry input (Q according to

the bypass mpnt (bypass).
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17. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The device ofclaim 14, wherein the logic

circuit further regenerates a cany output (CARRY) without computing anew adder output

according to the bypass [[signal]] input (bypass),

18. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A[[n]] circuit for adding a signal at a

first input (A) and a second input (B) to produce a[[n]] [[adder]] sum output fS) according

to a bypass signal, comprising:

a bypass third input (bypass) for accepting the bypass signal : and

a holding means for holding a value of at least one of the first input (A) and the

second input (B) according to the bypass third input (bypass); and

wherein the holding means is communicatively coupled to the bypass third input

(bypass), the at least one ofthe first input (A) and the second input (B), the holding means

configured to hold at least one of a value ofthe first input (A) and a value of the second

input (BJ according to the bypass third input (bypass)[[,]] ;

abvpass path through which at least one of the first input Ci) and the second input

^B) are routed according to the bypass signal: and

a logic circuit communicatively coupled to the third input fbvpass) and an adder

output and an output of the bypass path, the logic circuit configured to pass only one of

the adder output and the output ofthe bypass path to the sum output according to the

third input (bypass),

19. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The addef circuit of claim 18, wherein the

holding means further comprises means for generating the adder output (S) without

computing a new [[adder]] sum output according to the bypass third input (bypass).

20. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The adder circuit of claim 1 8, fiirther

comprising:

a carry input (C) and a carry output (CARRY)\ and

wherein the holding means further holds a value ofthe carry input (C) according

to the bypass third input (bypass).
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21. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The ate circuit of claim 18, wherein the

holding means further generates the carry output (CARRY) without computing a new

output according to the bypass signal third inpm (friyo^^).

22. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The adder circuit of claim 21, wherein the

holding means comprises a transmission gate adder,

23. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The addes circuit of claim 22, wherein the

transmission gate adder comprises:

a first multiplexing means having a first multiplexing means first mput

communicatively coupled to the first input (A)y a first multiplexing means second input,

and a first multiplexing means control input;

a second multiplexing means having a second multiplexing means first input

communicatively coupled to the second input (B), a second multiplexing means second

input, and a second multiplexing means control input;

a first logic means having a first logic means first input, a first logic means second

input, and a first logic means output, the first logic means output having an EXCLUSIVE

OR relationship between the first logic means first input and the first logic means second

input; and

wherein the first logic means input is communicatively coupled to the first input

(A) ^ the first logic means second input is communicatively coupled to the second input

(B) ^ and the first logic means output is communicatively coupled to the first multiplexing

means control input and the second multiplexing means control input*

24. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The addw circuit ofclaim 23, fiirther

comprising:

a first inverting means communicatively coupled between the first input (A) and

the first multiplexing means first input; and

a second inverter communicatively coupled between the second input (B) and

second multiplexing means first input.
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25. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The eMep circuit ofclaim 18, wherein the

holding means is configured to hold a value of the first input (A) and a value of the

second input (B) according to the bypass third input (bypass).

26. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) Tlie addw circuit of claim 25, wherein the

holding means comprises a transmission gate adder,

27. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The ate circuit of claim 26, wherem the

transmission gate adder comprises:

a first multiplexing means having a first multiplexing means first input

communicatively coupled to the first input (A), a fir$t multiplexing means second input,

and a first multiplexing means control input;

a second multiplexing means having a second multiplexing means first input

communicatively coupled to the second uiput (B), a second multiplexing means second

input, and a second multiplexing means control input;

a first logic means having a first logic means first input, a first logic means

second input, and a first logic means output, the first logic means output having an

EXCLUSIVE OR relationship between the first logic means first input and the first logic

means second input; and

wherein the first logic means input is communicatively coupled to the first input

(A)^ the logic means second input is communicatively coupled to the second input (BJ,

and the first logic means output is communicatively coupled to the first multiplexing

means control input and the second multiplexing means control input.
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28, (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The a^der circuit ofclaim 27, wherein the

logic means comprises:

a second logic means having a second logic means first input, a second logic

means second input, and a second logic means output, the second logic means output

having a relationship selected from a group comprising an EXCLUSIVE OR relationship

and a multiplexing relationship between the second logic means first input and the second

logic means second input; and

wherein the second logic means first input is corrmiunicatively coupled to the first

logic means output.

29, (ORIGE^JAL) A device for adding a signal at a first input (A) and a

second input (B) to produce an adder output (S), comprising:

a bypass input {bypass)\ and

a generating means, communicatively coupled to the bypass input (bypass), the

first input (A), and the second input (B)^ the generating means configured to generate the

adder output (S) without computing a new adder output according to the bypass input

(bypass),

30, (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The device ofclaim 29, wherein the

generating means is fiirther configured to hold a value of at least one ofthe first inpat (A)

and the second input (B) according to the bypass input (bypass),

31, (ORIGINAL) The device of claim 29, fiirther comprising:

a cany input (CJ and a carry output (CARRY)\ and

wherein the generating means further holds the carry input (Qaccording to the

bypass isipMX (bypass),

32, (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The device ofclaim 29, wherein the

generating means fiirther generates a carry output (CARRY) without computing a new

output according to the bypass signal (bypass),

9
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33. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)A method ofadding a signal at a first input

(A) and a second input (B) to produce a[[n]] [[adder]] sum output (S)y comprising the

steps of:

accepting a b>pa55 third input {bypass); and

holding at least one ofa value of the first input (A) and a value ofthe second input

fB) and passing only one of an adder output and a routed at least one of the first input (A)

and the second input (B^ to the sum output fS) according to the bypass third input

(bypass),

34. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The method of claim 33, fiirther comprising

the step of generating the [[adder]] sum output without computing a new adder output

according to the bypass input (bypass).

35. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The method of claini 33, further comprising

the step of:

holding a value of a carry input (C) according to the bypass third input (bypass).

36. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The method ofclaim 33, fiirther comprising

the step of:

generating the carry output (CARRY) without computing a new output according

to the b>pQaQ Gign-a^ third input (bypass).
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37. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)A [[logic]] circuit thai-maps having one or

more inputs ^4,5, • • te aad produce producing one or more outputs *S1, 52, - »
• according

to a mapping function mapping the inputs A.B,-" to one or more mapper outputs^ i^e

circuit comprising:

a bypass farther input (hypassk and

a first [[logic]] circuit element coinmunicatively coupled to the bypass fiinher

input (bypass);

a second [[logic]] circuit element, communicatively coupled to at least one of the

inputs -4, 5, • • • that conditionally holds a value ofone of the inputs -4, 5, • - • according to

the bypass farther input fbypass) [[.]] ;

a bypass path through which one or more of the inputs A.B^-" are routed

according to the farther input (bypassh

a third circuit elements communicatively coupled to the farther input (bypass) and

the one or more mapper outputs and an output oftlie bypass path, the third circuit

element configured to pass only one ofthe (1 ) one or more mapper outputs and (2) output

ofthe bypass path, according to the further input (bypass),

38. (CURRENTLY AJV[ENDED)The [[logic]] circuit of claim 37, wherein the

mapping fiinction is describable by a truth table.

39. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [[logic]] circuit ofclaim 38, wherein the

[[logic]] circuit is an adder that adds the one or more inputs AyB^-- to produce the one

or more outputs ^1, 52, • • •

.

40. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The [[logic]] circuit ofclaim 37, wherein the

[[logic]] circuit further generates at least one of the outputs Sl,S2r- without computing

a new output SI, 52, • • - according to the bypass input.
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41, (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [[logic]] circuit of claim 37, wherein the

[[logic]] circuit holds a value ofmore than one of the inputs A.B,-- according to the

bypass input.

42, (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [[logic]] circuit of claim 37, wherein the

[[logic]] circuit is an adder arid the [[logic]] circuit further comprises:

a carry input and a carry output; and

wherein the [[logic]] circuit further holds a value of the carry input according to

the bypass input.

43, (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [[logic]] circuit ofclaim 42, wherein the

[[logic]] circuit further regenerates the carry input according to the bypass input,

44, (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [[logic]] circuit ofclaim 37, wherein the

second [[logic]] circuit element comprises at least one latch communicatively coupled to

at least one ofthe inputs - , wherein the latch includes a logical input, a clock input

communicatively coupled to the bypass input, and an output, and the latch presents the

logical iiput to the output only in response to a signal at the clock uipui.

45, (CURRENTLY AMENDED)A method ofm^ieg processing one or

more inputs A,B,- ^^ to produce one or more outputs 51,152,-" according to a mappmg

faction having one or more inputs A.B,- - and oue or more mapp_er outputs, comprising

the steps of;

accepting a bypass further input (bypassk and

conditionally holding a value of one ofthe inputs A^B^--^ and passing onlv one of

(I) the onejpr more mapper outputs and (2) an output of a bvpass t>ath through which one

ofthe inputs, AyB,--^ are routed to the one or more outputs 51, 52, • • • according to the

b^pariQ further input (bypass) .
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46. (CURJRENTLY AMENDED) The method ofclaim 45, further comprising

the step of:

generatiiig at least one of the outputs 51, S'2, • • • without computing a new output

SI, 52," • according to the b-ypass further input.

47. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The method ofclaim 46, further comprising

the step of generating at least another of the outputs S\, SI, - without computing a new

another output SI, SI,- - according to the fej^pass further input.

48. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The method ofclaim 45, further comprising

the step of:

holding a value of at least a second one ofthe inputs 5, • * • according to the

bypass further input.

49. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [[adder]] circuit of claim 1, wherein the

logic circuit comprises an adder and at least one latch.

50. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The device ofclaim 15, wherein the logic

circuit comprises a latch.

51. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The [[adder]] circuit ofclaim 18, wherein

the holding means comprises a latch*

52. (CURRENTLY AMENDED)The method of claim 33, wherein the at least

one of the value of the first input (A) and die value ofthe second input (B) is held

according to the bypass input (bypass) by a latch having a clock input controlled by the

bypass third input.
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53. (PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED) The method of claim 45, wherein the

value ofone of the inputs ^,5, - • * is condirionallv held according to the bypass further

input ^conditionally held by a latch having a clock input controlled by the bypnas further

input.
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